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out the early nineteenth century. Svend Grundtvig was
impressed by Motherwell's example and used modern methods
in his edition of the Danish Ballads Danmarks Gamle Folkeviser,
begun in 1853. Child, in his turn, was impressed by Grundtvig
and followed his example by printing all the available texts
of the British ballads that he thought worthy of the name.
Child's first edition was published in 1857-9. After it had
come out, a major source of ballads became available: Bishop
Percy's Folio Manuscript, which Percy had failed to produce
in reply to Ritson's taunts and which later owners had long
refused to let any scholars see, was adequately edited in
1867-8 by J. W. Hales and Frederick J. Furnivall (the latter
a Shakespearian scholar). With the addition of this work and
of dozens of other sources he had tracked down, including
Scott's and MotherweU's manuscripts, Child began his second
edition. The principles he laid down have since been followed
by almost all collectors and editors.
It is even harder to separate the theoretical side of ballad
criticism from its philosophical background. Speculations
about origins, which were to become the central topic in books
written about the ballads, do not appear very much in the
earlier stages of British scholarship. Percy and Scott were
content to regard all ballads alike as the work of minstrels of
the Middle Ages or later. But the subject was forced into view
by the immense pressure of the German theorists. The philo-
sophical and political obsessions which attracted the Sturm
und Drang writers to folksong and made them imitate and
adapt it, appear in an even more striking form in their critical
views. They constructed a colossal antithesis between the
poetry of nature and the poetry of art, the one spontaneous,
primitive and national, the other forced, sophisticated and
cosmopolitan, and they identified the latter with French
civilization which dominated Europe in the eighteenth century,
and which they at once despised and envied.
It was maintained that Volkslied, the noble art of the
savage community, had been created by the people, but
exactly how this was done was not at first clearly stated.
Herder was comparatively cautious, the brothers Grimm were

